DEALER SUPPORT

With more than 250 dealer locations in the United States and Canada, Peterbilt’s extensive dealer
network means you or your driver is never far from Peterbilt parts, service and sales expertise.

PACCAR Financial provides
the financing and insurance tools
that are key to the success of
any trucking operation and will
work with your Peterbilt dealer to customize a financing package
that suits your needs.
This full-service leasing program offers contract
maintenance, logistics services, insurance,
fuel tax reporting and other support services
available to PacLease customers.

The right part for your Peterbilt truck is always in stock thanks
to the TruckCare Connect program. The PACCAR Parts online
inventory management system and electronic cataloging help
ensure instant accessibility of the right part for your needs.

CALL 1-800-552-0024 FOR MORE INFORMATION.
PACLEASE & PACCAR FINANCIAL PLANS TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS.
PETERBILT MOTORS COMPANY, A DIVISION OF PACCAR.
BUCKLE-UP FOR SAFETY • PETE-XXXX 3/2012

www.peterbilt.com

Complimentary Customer Assistance
Call 1-800-4PETERBILT

Peterbilt’s on-highway product line embodies ideals of innovation, styling and value, each in a versatile configuration
that provides purposeful solutions to the challenges facing today’s trucking industry. Every truck is designed to maximize
profitability, driver comfort and safety. For any on-highway application, Peterbilt offers a truck designed to improve
your bottom line, whether it’s fuel-efficient operation, outstanding resale value, maximum weight savings, day-to-day
performance or simply the pride of owning a true legend of the North American highway.

We started with a rich history of proven quality and built an all-new truck to reflect it. Combining
aerodynamics, durability and reliability, the 579 is the result of Peterbilt’s legendary craftsmanship
and innovation. With the introduction of the 579, we illustrate what a truck should be.
The 579 has a wide, spacious cab that surrounds the driver in comfort and efficiency.
Through interviews and testing, drivers helped us find the optimal size for our new cab.
Once the width was determined, we used aluminum to give the driver a right-sized cab
without a corresponding weight penalty. The detachable sleeper adds to the versatility
and longevity of a second life and high resale value. A visionary forward lighting
system delivers consistent beam distribution and exceptional overall road coverage.
The SmartWay® - designated 579 provides efficient fuel consumption and optimized
aerodynamics to deliver the most cost-effective Class 8 model to date. From the inside
out, the 579 continues the Peterbilt tradition of legendary quality and innovation.

AERODYNAMICS

Use of computational fluid dynamics
delivers a supremely aerodynamic and
efficient truck. Aero Package additions –
fairings, skirt and closeouts – add to
application-specific fuel savings.

VERSATILITY

The 579 is available with a choice of two
BBC configurations – 117" or 123" – to
help you optimize the vehicle for your
operational requirements.

VISIBILITY

New headlamps and fog lamps
maximize down-road visibility and
coverage while reducing driver eye
fatigue. Optional HID headlamps
increase brightness by 220%.

SMARTNAV™

Peterbilt’s SmartNav system, an integrated
telematics and infotainment system,
provides real-time truck monitoring, truckspecific navigation, hands-free Bluetooth®
connectivity and satellite radio.

By designing the 579 cab around the operator, we’ve created
an environment drivers want to be in. The quiet and roomy cab
offers drivers a comfortable space to work. A fully adjustable
steering wheel and plenty of legroom under the dash give
drivers the space to work and move. Features like a
multi-functional steering wheel and controls for door locks
and heated mirrors in the door panel add convenience.
For visibility, a low dash brow optimizes line of sight.
All this comes together in a spacious and ergonomic cab
interior designed with driver comfort in mind.

Prestige-Level Interior

DRIVER DISPLAY

The 579 display package features large,
easy-to-read, operation-critical gauges.
A new engine RPM “sweet spot” indicator
helps drivers maximize fuel economy.

FUNCTIONAL

A pull-out tray provides a passenger-side
work surface.

ERGONOMICS

The multi-functional steering wheel features
convenient access to cruise control and
audio controls. Switches are backlit for
enhanced nighttime visibility.

SMARTNAV™

Peterbilt’s SmartNav system, an integrated
telematics and infotainment system, provides
real-time truck monitoring, truck-specific
navigation, hands-free Bluetooth® connectivity
and satellite radio.

Platinum-Level Interior

Providing all the comforts of home, the spacious 579 sleeper is
unmistakably Peterbilt. Offering plenty of room, storage, shelving
and lighting, the 579 sleeper provides drivers a place to rest and
relax when on the road. Complete with a functional business area
featuring a retractable desktop and 12-volt power point, the sleeper
doubles as a convenient office. Sleepers are available in 80", 72"
and 44" lengths to meet operating length needs. For year-round
climate control, a powerful HVAC system provides excellent heating
and cooling. A flat-panel TV mount, sound abatement technology
and the industry’s widest use of LED lighting are just some of the
amenities that make the 579 distinct.

STORAGE

The 579 features a large storage area
under the bunk for large items, ample
overhead cabinets and upright closets.

ENTERTAINMENT

An integrated mount accommodates
flat-screen TVs on a convenient swivel.

AMENITIES

Convenient, rollout drawer is sized
perfectly to store 12-oz. beverages upright.

CONVENIENCE

Retractable desktop provides a convenient
work surface and storage space for a laptop
computer and other personal items.

The Model 587 is SmartWay® designated by the EPA as fuel efficient and
environmentally friendly and maintains the highest standards of operational efficiency,
comfort and safety. It comes standard with front air disc brakes for exceptional
stopping-distance performance, brake handling and ease of maintenance.
A spacious interior features plenty of legroom, swivel seats, dual arm rests and
30 inches of walk-through space to a roomy sleeper that provides both a
comfortable work and living environment.
Available in two sleeper configurations as well as a day cab, the Model 587 is
innovatively designed for those who demand uncompromising quality, outstanding
aerodynamic performance, superior fuel efficiency and the highest overall value.

FUEL EFFICIENCY

A streamlined hood and molded bumper
smoothly divert air flow around the vehicle
and trailer. Extensive wind tunnel testing
and computational fluid dynamics have
proven a 1.25% fuel-efficiency gain.

MANEUVERABILITY

The Model 587 features steering geometry
that provides an impressive curb-to-curb
maneuverability improvement of 12% over
previous designs.

VISIBILITY

The innovative forward lighting system
significantly improves visibility including
down-road and overall road coverage.
Standard halogen lights feature a 35%
increase in brightness and a 79% bulb life
improvement. Optional HID headlamps
increase brightness by 220%.

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

A robust gas spring design allows for
easier opening and closing of the battery/
tool box and helps ensure items are
stored safely and securely.

The Model 587 interior features a 75" integrated cab and sleeper that matches
luxury with efficiency and productivity. The spacious and ergonomic cab
interior provides plenty of legroom, swivel seats, dual arm rests and easy
access to switches and power controls for added comfort and convenience.
It includes a full 30 inches of walk-through space between the seats,
offering easy access to a sleeper that surrounds the driver with functional
amenities and accessible storage space such as cabinet-enclosed closets
and under-bunk storage.
The Premium interior features the SmartNav™ system, an in-dash telematics
and infotainment system. SmartNav features a 7-inch touch screen that
provides real-time vehicle monitoring, a truck-specific Garmin® navigation
system, hands-free Bluetooth® connectivity, voice recognition, a fully integrated
audio system with satellite radio as well as MP3, USB and iPod® capabilities.

ERGONOMICS

Features include a multi-function turnstalk,
as well as door locks and optional window
controls located in the door panel.
All are within easy reach of the driver
for added convenience.

OVERHEAD STORAGE

The 587 provides generous overhead
storage. Cabinets with woodgrain accents or
netted enclosures are available
depending on trim level.

SLEEPER CONTROL PANEL

A convenient control panel in the sleeper
controls overhead lighting, the HVAC
system and features a 12-volt power point
for other amenities.

UNDER-BUNK STORAGE

The 587 sleeper features an oversized
storage compartment under the bunk,
providing ample space for large items.

Merging practical innovation with aerodynamic design, the Peterbilt Model 386 was

Peterbilt’s Model 384 matches versatility and maneuverability with aerodynamic styling

specifically created to serve line-haul, tanker and bulk fleets that demand outstanding

to create a lightweight yet powerful solution for bulk and short haul applications.

fuel efficiency, uncompromising quality and overall value.

FUEL EFFICIENCY

Peterbilt’s Aero Package combines a roof
fairing and trim tabs, a sleeper roof transition,
chassis fairings, an aero battery/tool box,
a composite sunvisor, a 3-inch sleeper
extender and aero mirrors to provide an
estimated 12% improvement in fuel-efficiency
gains over a non-equipped Model 386.

MANEUVERABILITY

The Model 384 features a 116-inch BBC as well as an optimized front axle placement

The Model 386 is recognized as fuel efficient and environmentally friendly by the EPA’s

for outstanding maneuverability, exceptional handling and maximum payload capacity.

SmartWay® program. Featuring premium-grade aluminum and advanced composite

Its lightweight, all-aluminum cab and full range of suspensions help provide unparalleled

materials, the 386’s weight is reduced for increased payloads. It is available with a

durability and a comfortable, smooth ride. SmartWay® designated, the Model 384 is

selection of detachable sleepers for greater resale value or in a day cab configuration

available with Peterbilt’s proprietary Aero Package to increase fuel economy by

for short haul applications. The Peterbilt Model 386 successfully merges innovative

12% over a non-equipped Model 384. Available in two fuel-efficient, alternative fuel

design with aerodynamics and fuel efficiency and personifies how Peterbilt

platforms – compressed (CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG) – the Model 384 is

approaches conventional trucks.

the perfect combination of fuel efficiency, maneuverability and value.

The Model 386 features an optimized
front axle placement for outstanding
maneuverability and handling and
maximum payload capability. Components
are positioned for convenient access to
key service points.

VISIBILITY

The forward lighting provides consistent
beam spread and down-road projection
for outstanding forward visibility. Lexan®
lenses provide excellent protection
against damage from flying road debris
or accidental impact.

RIDE QUALITY

Peterbilt’s cab sleeper suspension system
combines the cab and sleeper into a single
structural unit with an independent dual air
bag and shock absorber combination for
an exceptionally smooth ride.

LIGHTWEIGHT

Peterbilt’s all-aluminum cab is not only
extremely durable, it’s also lightweight to
allow for increased payloads to maximize
performance and profitability.

RIDE QUALITY

Peterbilt’s proprietary Front Air Leaf
Suspension is lightweight and features a
20% improvement in ride quality over taper
leaf suspensions for an extremely soft ride.

MANEUVERABILITY

The short BBC and front axle position
provide exceptional maneuverability in
congested urban environments, while the
sloped hood and high-intensity forward
lighting system help improve visibility.

VERSATILITY

The Model 384 is available in a day cab
configuration and with a selection of
sleepers to provide multiple short haul
configurations to fit virtually any
business need or application.

The Model 389 embodies the Peterbilt heritage and merges it with a proven design to create
a legendary classic.
Lightweight components, such as the all-aluminum cab and the industry’s only aluminum
hood, as well as a variety of lightweight front and rear suspensions, allow for increased
load capacity. Aerodynamic enhancements for increased fuel savings all combine to
ensure your investment in the Model 389 pays dividends long after the initial purchase
price. An optional fuel-efficiency package as well as Peterbilt’s exceptional reliability
and performance translate into an overall low cost of operation. Peterbilt’s
traditional designs have long been an industry leader in resale value. The Model 389
continues to be an industry icon for quality, styling, performance and value.

DURABILITY

A lightweight, all-aluminum cab is
huck-bolted with lap seam construction
and bulkhead style doors for toughness
and corrosion resistance.

RIDE QUALITY

Peterbilt’s proprietary Front Air Leaf
Suspension is lightweight and features
a 20% improvement in ride quality
over taper leaf suspensions for an
exceptionally smooth ride.

FUEL EFFICIENCY

An optional Aero Package combines a
roof fairing and trim tabs, a sleeper roof
transition, a composite sunvisor, a 3-inch
sleeper extender and aero mirrors to
reduce vehicle drag by up to 24%.

VISIBILITY

Halogen projector, aluminum headlamps
and long-life LED directional signals are
protected with an impact-resistant lens.
The bright, consistent beam pattern
helps reduce driver fatigue.

Peterbilt’s cab and sleeper interiors create a comfortable, productive work environment.
Every detail has been thoughtfully designed to provide drivers with rugged durability,
maximum comfort and superior fit and finish.
Available in three trim levels, each cab interior features a dark charcoal dash with
Coachman grain that reduces glare and resists scratching or fading. An in-mold process
embeds color directly onto the dash to virtually eliminate fading, scratching and peeling.
Peterbilt’s sleepers are available in 78", 72", 58" or 44" lengths. All are spacious and offer
plenty of storage, shelving and lighting. Premium features such as a 12-volt power point,
premium stereo sound system and a digital alarm clock are all controlled from a single,
convenient panel. Plus, a powerful HVAC system offers year-round climate control.
Also available is the SmartSound® system that reduces noise by up to 50%.
Peterbilt interiors provide a comfortable home on the road.

STORAGE

Ample storage is available including
overhead cabinets with wood-grain accents
on the Platinum interior and netted
enclosures on the Prestige and
ProBilt ® levels.

CONVENIENCE

Controls for door locks, heated mirrors and
optional power windows are located in the
door panel and within easy reach for added
safety and convenience.

AMENITIES

Versatile storage options include room for
standard or flat-screen televisions, while
an adjustable shelf easily accommodates
different-size microwave units. Refrigerators/
freezers are also a popular option.

FUNCTIONAL

The functional 48" sleeper with a Prestige
interior is available in an UltraCab® and
low-roof configuration with vinyl curtains for
privacy and net enclosures for storage.

Peterbilt addresses a key market need with the Model 382, a perfect fit for the Class 8 short haul market.
Built around Peterbilt’s signature all-aluminum cab, the 382 is lightweight yet strong for maximum
durability. Designed to meet the demands of the short haul customer who requires a reliable vehicle,
it easily maneuvers through congested urban environments.
The Model 382 provides outstanding quality, exceptional reliability and superior fuel efficiency,
which combine to provide an overall low cost of ownership for drivers and fleets. For increased
versatility, the 382 is also available in alternate fuel platforms. A selection of Peterbilt’s
lightweight suspensions offer a smooth ride while the spacious, ergonomic interior helps
drivers remain comfortable and productive. The reliable Model 382 delivers the perfect
blend of fuel efficiency, maneuverability and horsepower for the short haul market.

FUEL-EFFICIENT POWER

The fuel-efficient PACCAR PX-9 Engine has
one of the highest power-to-weight ratios
in its class. Ratings range from 345-450 hp
with a maximum 1,250 lb-ft of torque for the
382. Also available is the Cummins ISL G.

AERODYNAMICS

The Model 382 is available with Peterbilt’s
proprietary Aero Package that features a
roof fairing, cab extender and trim tabs
that can provide up to a 15% improvement
in fuel efficiency over a non-fairingequipped Model 382.

MANEUVERABILITY

A 50-degree wheel cut provides excellent
maneuverability in congested urban
environments as well as tight loading
and unloading conditions.

COMFORT

The Model 382 interior is ergonomically
designed for maximum operator comfort
and productivity. Backlit gauges, door
panel controls and rocker switches are
easy to read and within easy reach.

HORSEPOWER

The PACCAR MX-13 Engine brings a new level of innovation through industry-leading quality, exceptional reliability and proven performance. For more than 50 years,
PACCAR has delivered over 1 million engines globally, providing innovative solutions and an unwavering commitment to superior customer service and support. PACCAR’s
long-term customer value. And with a B10 Six Sigma certified design life of 1 million miles, the MX-13 Engine features innovative designs that contribute to reliability and
durability and result in an overall low cost of ownership. The MX-13 uses Compacted Graphite Iron (CGI) in both the cylinder block and head, which is lighter and stronger
than other traditional gray iron, to provide weight-sensitive customers excellent horsepower-to-weight ratio to optimize payload.
The 12.9-liter PACCAR MX-13 Engine is characterized by its combination of proven technologies and state-of-the-art innovations that improve fuel economy. Power

HORSEPOWER (HP)

core commitment to quality is evident by the attention to detail through the integration of systems and the use of the highest quality materials available that results in

offerings are expanded with the addition of a 500-horsepower rating with 1,850 lb-ft of torque. The new MX-13 Engine’s common rail system maintains injection pressures
of 2,500 bar, which helps achieve the lowest possible fuel consumption, emission and noise levels. The MX-13 Engine is designed to meet the demands of both linehaul
and vocational heavy-duty truck applications.

ENGINE SPEED (RPM)

The combination of a Peterbilt truck and PACCAR MX-13 Engine offers a long-term value through technologically advanced designs with lightweight materials that achieve

TORQUE

excellent performance and superior fuel economy. The MX-13 provides longer service intervals, increased uptime, lower operating costs and higher resale value.

PACCAR provides a strong network of
parts and service support for the MX-13
at its more than 670 authorized service
locations, as well as 8 parts distribution
centers across North America, to ensure
service is completed as quickly as possible.

The MX-13 is backed by a comprehensive
2-year, 250,000-mile warranty. A variety of
extended protection plans is also available
and can be customized to fit any business
need or application.

HP

TORQUE (lb-ft)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

380

1,450

Displacement: 12.9L

405

1,450 / 1,550 / 1,750

430

1,550 / 1,750

455

1,550 / 1,650 / 1,750

485

1,650

500

1,850

Bore x Stroke (mm): 130x162
Governed Speed: 2,200 rpm
B10 Design Life: 1.0 M miles

TORQUE (LB-FT)

PACCAR MX-13 ENGINE SPECIFICATIONS

Dry Weight: 2,600 lbs.		
Oil System Capacity: 42 U.S. Quarts

BASE WARRANTY: 2 years / 250,000 miles*
*extended protection plans available

ENGINE SPEED (RPM)

DEALER SUPPORT

With more than 250 dealer locations in the United States and Canada, Peterbilt’s extensive dealer
network means you or your driver is never far from Peterbilt parts, service and sales expertise.

PACCAR Financial provides
the financing and insurance tools
that are key to the success of
any trucking operation and will
work with your Peterbilt dealer to customize a financing package
that suits your needs.
This full-service leasing program offers contract
maintenance, logistics services, insurance,
fuel tax reporting and other support services
available to PacLease customers.

The right part for your Peterbilt truck is always in stock thanks
to the TruckCare Connect program. The PACCAR Parts online
inventory management system and electronic cataloging help
ensure instant accessibility of the right part for your needs.
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